Mortality and life expectancy in Kiribati based on analysis of reported deaths
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Abstract
Background: Kiribati is an atoll country of 103,058 (2010 Census) situated in the central Pacific. Previous mortality estimates have been derived from demographic analyses of census data. This is the first mortality analysis based on reported deaths.

Methods: Recorded deaths were from the Ministry of Health and the Civil Registration Office for 2000–2009; populations were from the 2000, 2005, and 2010 censuses. Duplicate death records were removed by matching deaths within and between data sources using a combination of names, date of death, age, sex, island of residence, and cause of death. Probability of dying <5 years (\(\text{q}_0\)) and 15–59 years (\(\text{q}_{15}\)), and life expectancy (LE) at birth, were computed with 95 % confidence intervals. These data were compared with previous census analyses.

Results: There were 8,681 unique deaths reported over the decade 2000–2009 in Kiribati. The reconciled mortality data indicate \(\text{q}_0\) for both sexes of 64 per 1,000 live births in 2000–2004, and 51 for 2005–2009 (assuming no under-enumeration), compared with 69 and 59 for comparable periods from the 2005 and 2010 census analyses (children ever-born/children surviving method). Based on reconciled deaths, LE at birth (\(\text{e}_0\)) for males was 54 years for 2000–2004 and 55 years in 2005–2009, five years lower than the 2005 and 2010 census estimates for comparable periods of 59 and 58 years. Female LE was 62 years for 2000–2004 and 63 years for 2005–2009, two-three years less than estimates for comparable periods of 66 and 66 years from the 2005 and 2010 census analyses. Adult mortality (\(\text{q}_{15}\)) was 47-48 % in males and 27-28 % in females from reconciled mortality over 2000–2009, higher than census estimates of 34-38 % in males and 21-26 % in females for the same periods. The reconciled data are very likely to be incomplete and actual mortality higher and life expectancy lower than reported here.

Conclusion: This analysis indicates higher mortality than indirect demographic methods from the 2005 and 2010 Censuses. Reported deaths are most likely under-reported, especially \(\text{q}_0\), as many early neonatal deaths are probably classified as stillbirths. These analyses suggest that the health situation in Kiribati is more serious and urgent than previously appreciated.
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Introduction
Kiribati is a group of coral atoll islands (average height above sea level of 0.6 m) spread across over 4 million square kilometers of the Pacific Ocean, spanning both the equator and the International Date Line. Kiribati became independent in 1979, having previously been a British colony. The population was 103,058 residents (2010) of which 49 % are concentrated on the South Tarawa atoll [1], which has one of the highest population densities in the world [2]. As an atoll country, Kiribati has limited agricultural potential and is classified amongst the least developed countries with an estimated gross domestic product (GDP) per capita of $1,500 in 2010 [3].

Kiribati has been affected by both undernutrition, including vitamin A deficiency, especially in children in outer islands [4], and non-communicable disease (NCD) in adults, particularly in urban South Tarawa [5–7]. As a
consequence of under-enumeration of deaths in vital registration systems, estimates for Kiribati of child and adult mortality, and life expectancy, have been produced based on demographic analyses of censuses and surveys. Such methods employ direct questions concerning deaths in retrospective periods, and/or indirect demographic techniques such as questions for women relating to numbers of children ever-born and children surviving (CEBCS) [8, 9], and questions of adults concerning vital status of parents (orphanhood method) or (first) spouse (widowhood method) [8–11]. From such questions estimates are calculated for <5 years and adult mortality. Data from these methods are then often combined with model life tables judged to be appropriate to produce age-specific mortality and life expectancy [12, 13]. In Pacific countries it has been noted that imputation using model life tables, especially from child mortality data alone, often results in spuriously low adult mortality and implausibly high life expectancy; this can lead to erroneous conclusions concerning the level of premature adult mortality from NCD – such as has been demonstrated in Fiji [14] and Tonga [15, 16].

There are two sources of routinely reported mortality data available in Kiribati: one from civil registration and the other derived from the Health Information System (HIS). These sources are largely independent with no direct data sharing and limited provisions to require a medical certificate prior to registering a death [17]. Little is known of the completeness of each of these systems. A more reliable estimate of age-specific mortality in Kiribati based on reconciliation of deaths from these two sources is thus both feasible and likely to be informative for guiding policy responses to reduce premature mortality.

**Methods**

**Data sources**

Recorded deaths were sourced from the death registration systems of the Kiribati Ministry of Health (MoH) and the Kiribati Civil Registration Office (CRO) for the years 2000–2009. There were 8,728 unique deaths reported (through both sources) over this period in Kiribati, an average of 873 deaths per year (Table 1). The CRO captured 59 % of these deaths while 63 % were recorded by the MoH. There is no significant variation in the number of reported deaths by year (data not shown). Deaths in I-Kiribati resident overseas (n = 22) recorded in the Civil Registration data were excluded since the denominator for mortality was residents. A further 20 deaths from CRO and four from MoH data were excluded as there were no names recorded. A significant number of duplicate registrations were removed. In discussion with both MoH and CRO staff, it was evident that early neonatal deaths are frequently recorded as stillbirths in both reporting systems. Populations for each time period 2000–2004 and 2005–2009 were derived from the 2000 [18], 2005 [19] and 2010 [20] censuses, with interpolation between censuses using an exponential growth rate (see Additional file 1).

**Reconciliation of deaths**

Criteria for matching records within and between the two sources were based on variables available, developed in conjunction with the CRO and MoH staff, and trialled

| Table 1 Reported deaths by source, Kiribati, 2000-2009 |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Age group years | Reported deaths | Unique deaths | Reported deaths | Unique deaths | Reported deaths |
|                 | CRO MoH         | n %            | n %            | n %            | n %            |
| <5              | 212 26.3        | 682 84.6       | 205 27.9       | 635 86.5       | 734 27.1        |
| 5-14            | 103 54.4        | 129 68.6       | 72 56           | 90 69.3        | 129 55.2        |
| 15-24           | 182 68.5        | 141 53.6       | 166 56.6       | 177 60.4       | 293 62.6        |
| 25-34           | 230 66.5        | 190 55.6       | 216 62.1       | 208 59.8       | 348 64.7        |
| 35-44           | 396 76.7        | 264 51.6       | 352 66.8       | 326 61.8       | 527 72.1        |
| 45-54           | 413 72.1        | 309 54.6       | 496 67.9       | 462 63.3       | 729 70.2        |
| 55-64           | 387 68.7        | 315 56.6       | 341 60.5       | 380 67.4       | 564 65.0        |
| 65-74           | 330 63.5        | 322 62.6       | 404 61.1       | 411 62.2       | 661 62.5        |
| ≥75             | 308 68.3        | 227 50.8       | 334 66.5       | 268 53.2       | 503 67.6        |
| Total           | 2561 60.4       | 2579 61.5      | 2586 57.6      | 2956 65.8      | 4487 59.3       |
| Unkn*           | 85 157          | 228 481        | 562 719        |

*Unknown (Unkn) deaths redistributed into age groups according to proportion of deaths by known age
CRO Civil Registry Office, MoH Ministry of Health
%: proportion of unique deaths reconciled between the CRO and MoH death data
on the collected data. A set of criteria was developed to minimize the potential for over-matching (false matches), thus underestimating deaths, and to equally minimize potential for under-matching leading to overestimation of deaths. The final criteria selected for records to be considered a “match” were: (1) surname (minor spelling variations allowed), plus two of either: first name (minor spelling variations allowed, or English versions of the same name), island (place of death), or date of death (within five days); or (2) first name, island, date of death, age and gender; or (3) either surname or first name, island, age, gender, and (specific) cause – all within same month of death. All matching was carried out manually, by sorting the lists by each of the matching criteria successively to identify potential matches for review. Where data on an individual differed, the information in the CRO was preferred because it emanated directly from families. MoH data were first reconciled internally across the HIS death registry, hospital records, and nurses’ reports before reconciliation with CRO. Duplicate records from each of the CRO and MoH data lists were first identified and removed, and then duplicates from the combined CRO and MoH lists were removed to produce the reconciled death data set for each year for the periods 2000–2009.

This reconciled data set of deaths by age group and sex included deaths of unknown age (8.3% of the total) which were redistributed into age groups according to the proportional age distribution of deaths by age and by sex (Table 1). Life tables were produced for male and female I-Kiribati for 2000–2004 and 2005–2009 based on age-specific mortality rates.

Mortality and life expectancy
Mortality rates under age 5 years (U5M) are calculated as the probability of dying at ages 0–4 years ($q_0$) based on the death rate ($m_0$) <5 years using the life table method and variance estimation by Chiang [21]. The infant mortality rate (IMR) is imputed from USM ($\alpha q_0$) using a quadratic regression equation (R$^2 = 0.98$) based on international data [22] from 1990, 2000, and 2010 for all countries with both measures published contemporaneously. Adult mortality for 15–59 years is calculated as the probability of dying ($\alpha q_{15}$) between the ages of 15 and 59 years, derived from adult age-specific death rates using life table methods [11], and cumulative risk calculations (with 95% CIs) [23], which produced similar results. Life expectancy at birth is derived from life table calculations [11, 24]. The terminal Lx for the open-ended age group (≥75 years) is calculated according to the Pollard approximation as $l_x^{\alpha}\log_{10}(l_x)$ [24]. Confidence intervals (95%) for life expectancies are calculated according to the Chiang method [21] using age-specific mortality.

Comparisons
Findings based on reconciled recorded deaths were compared with census estimates for the same period. Estimates of infant and child mortality from Ministry of Health data [25] are not adjusted for under-enumeration and have not been included in comparisons.

All Kiribati mortality estimates have been based on demographic analyses of previous censuses over the period 1973–2010 [19, 20] generated from <5 years mortality from CEBCS [8, 9] alone, or combined with adult survivorship data derived from the orphanhood method [8–11], with imputation of model life tables from these data based on one or both parameters [26–29]. Analyses of the 2005 census used only <5 years mortality from CEBCS to impute model life tables (UN Far East Asian pattern) (one-parameter method) [19], while the 2010 census analysis used <5 mortality and adult survivorship (parental orphanhood method) to impute model life tables (UN Far East Asian pattern) (two-parameter method) [20]. Life tables are not available from the 2000 census.

Results
Reconciled deaths
Deaths registered through the CRO were 59% of total unique deaths (2000–2009), and deaths recorded by the MoH were 64%. Under-5 mortality (both sexes combined) decreased from 63.8 deaths per 1,000 live births in 2000–2004 to 51.0 in 2005–2009 (Table 2). Adult mortality at ages 15–59 years ($\alpha q_{15}$) was estimated as 47.9% for males and 28.4% for females in 2000–2004, and slightly lower in 2005–2005 of 47% for males and 27.3% for females (Table 2). Life expectancies (at birth) were estimated to have been 53.9 years for males, and 61.7 years for females in 2000–2004, and one year higher in 2005–2009 at 54.8 years for males, and 63.0 years for females (Table 2). Life tables are in the Additional file 1.

Secular changes
Based on reconciled deaths, over 2000–2004 to 2005–2009 child (U5M) mortality fell from 64 to 51 per 1000 births (statistically significant according to 95% confidence intervals, and life expectancy rose from 53.9 to 54.8 years in men and 61.7 to 63.0 years in women (not statistically significant) (Table 2).

Comparisons with census estimates
The estimate of USM from reconciled deaths for 2000–2004 of 64 per 1,000 live births is slightly lower than the 2005 census estimate of 69, as is the 2005–2009 estimate of 51 per 1,000 compared with the 2010 census estimate of 59. From reconciled reported death data (assuming no under-enumeration of deaths), LE at birth is five
Table 2 Kiribati mortality and life expectancy estimates, 2000-2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data source and period</th>
<th>IMR ($\times 10^3$)</th>
<th>Child &lt;5 mortality ($\times 10^3$)</th>
<th>Adult mortality 15–59 years ($\times 10^3$) (95% CIs)</th>
<th>Life expectancy at birth (years) (95% CIs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Both sexes (95% CIs)</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Census estimates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005 census a</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 census b</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconciled mortality data from MoH and CRO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>47.9 (44.8-51.0)</td>
<td>28.4 (26.0-30.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000-2004</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>63.8 (59.4-68.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005-2009</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>51.0 (47.1-54.8)</td>
<td>47.0 (44.2-49.9)</td>
<td>27.3 (25.2-29.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MoH Ministry of Health, CRO Civil Registry Office
Childhood mortality: probability of dying from ages 0–4 years from <5 deaths and population using life table $q_{0x}$ (per 1000). Infant mortality rate (IMR): deaths per 1000 live births ($\times 10^3$); estimated from a regression analysis of international <5 mortality and IMR data from 1990, 2000 and 2010
Adult mortality: probability (%) of dying from ages 15–59 years ($\times 10^3$)

*Based on children ever-born and children surviving (CEBCS) for <5 mortality with an imputed Far East Asian model life table
Based on CEBCS for <5 mortality and adult mortality from the parental orphanhood method with and imputed Far East Asian model life table
95% confidence intervals (CIs) for reconciled mortality rates from variance of probability of dying ($\times 10^3$), using Chiang life table method
Life tables are in the Additional file 1

Discussion

The reconciled mortality data based on reported deaths indicate that LE for 2000–2004 was 54 years in 2000–2004 and 55 in 2005–2009 for males, while LE for females was 62 and 63 years for the same periods. These estimates are lower than LE reported from census analyses employing indirect demographic methods for males of 58 years in 2000–2004 and 59 years in 2005–2009, and LE for females of 63 and 66 over the same period. Significant under-enumeration of deaths is also likely in view of the reporting mechanisms operating in Kiribati, particularly as there is little incentive for registration of deaths and burial occurs at home.

IMR derived from U5M for 2000–2004 was estimated at 47 deaths per 1,000 live births, and 39 per 1,000 for 2005–2009, slightly less than 52 at the 2005 census and 45 at the 2010 census. However, knowledge of vital registration in Kiribati at the time suggests that the IMR would be higher due to under-enumeration. There was a statistically significant reduction in childhood mortality (<5 mortality) over 2000–2004 and 2005–2009 (based on reconciled deaths), from 64 deaths per 1,000 live births to 51 per live births, although this decline may not be sufficient for Kiribati to meet its Millennium Development Goal (MDG 4) target which requires an U5M rate of 30 deaths per 1,000 live births by 2015 [30]. This is despite the significant attention given by the national government and international donors to improve public health and health services for children over this period.

The total estimated deaths by age group and sex per year from the 2005 and 2010 census analyses [19, 20] are similar to the total deaths identified from reconciled vital registration data. This would indicate that either nearly all deaths in Kiribati are reported to at least one of the routine reporting systems, which is unlikely, or that the census analysis has under-estimated mortality. The 2005 census analysis used U5M from census questions on number of CEBCS [8, 9] from female respondents, tabulated by age, to determine mortality in this age group. This method depends on accurate reporting of child mortality and also on accurate age-specific fertility data. For the 2005 census analysis, life tables by sex were imputed from U5M (one parameter method) to infer the full schedule of corresponding age-specific mortality rates by employing model life tables (East Asian pattern). The 2010 census analysis used under-5 mortality from CEBCS and estimates of adult mortality from the parental orphanhood method [8–10, 31] (two parameter method) to impute the full schedule of age-specific mortality using model life tables (East Asian pattern). As with the CEBCS method, other indirect methods including the orphanhood method rely on accurate age reporting of respondents to distribute the imputed deaths over time. Moreover, model life tables may also significantly under-estimate adult mortality in societies affected by a double burden of disease with considerable premature adult mortality from external causes, HIV/AIDS and/or non-communicable disease [32].

Reconciliation of deaths involved matching the CRO and MoH records to de-duplicate the data. The variation in names used to identify an individual in Kiribati increased the potential for deaths remaining unmatched if other variables were poorly recorded or absent. The variations in names used for identification vary for a variety of reasons including the interchangeable use of given name versus baptismal name as a first name, variations in spelling, and interchangeable I-Kiribati and English
spelling. Adoption is also a common practice in Kiribati, and people may use either (or both) the name of their birth father or the name of their adoptive father. This is further complicated as it is usually the father’s first name that is used as a surname, but the CRO and some of the outer island health offices record “father’s name” of the deceased rather than surname, and either the first or last name of the father may be recorded in this field. Matching criteria were developed and trialled on a sample data set taken from the records, with multiple variations tested by staff from both the Civil Registry and MoH to ensure the least number of missed matches. The final criteria selected allow names to be excluded from the requirements for a match to account for the problems outlined earlier. The data set including matched and unmatched deaths was reviewed independently by both MoH and Civil Registry staff to minimize possible errors. Missed matches are more likely to have occurred amongst young children as this is the age group in which baptism and adoptions occur, and individuals are less likely to have established their own name.

Extensive discussions with a range of CRO and MoH staff produced a general consensus that early neonatal deaths (up to about 3 days old) are usually recorded as stillbirths (considered more socially acceptable to the family) in both the Civil Registry and MoH (community nursing) data, which is supported by observations on notifications of infant deaths in 1991–1994 mentioned in a 1995 UNICEF report [33]. Thus the estimates of U5M (and thus IMR) reported from reconciled data are likely to be under-enumerated. If all stillbirths were reclassified as neonatal deaths, then the U5M rates ($s_{0}$) for 2000–2009 would be approximately 10% higher than reported here in the reconciled data.

LE in Kiribati is very unlikely to be higher than the estimates of 55 years for males and 63 years for females (2005–2009) based on reconciled deaths. These estimates indicate that LE in Kiribati is lower than previously reported. World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that Kiribati LE in 2009 was 65 years for males and 70 for females [34]; United Nations estimates for 2005–2010 are 62 years for males and 68 years for females [35]. Published estimates of LE are from SPC of 62 years (both sexes) derived from the 2010 Kiribati census analysis [36] of males 58 years and females 66 years — although these are three years higher (for each sex) than the reconciled deaths from this study of 55 years for males and 63 years for females (2005–2009). The Global Burden of Disease (GBD) 2010 estimates of 61 years (both sexes) [32], and 58 years for males and 67 years for females in 2013 [37], are similar to the estimates from the Kiribati 2010 census. Reconciled deaths from this study are likely to be under-registered, and thus LE estimates based on these data are probably too high.

Differences between estimates from the 2005 Kiribati Census [19], and the results of analyses based on reconciliation of deaths, may be partly a consequence of census methods utilizing CEBCS questions, followed by imputation of life tables (Far East Asian) models using U5M as a single input parameter [19]. Assessments from other Pacific island countries, including Fiji [14] and Tonga [15, 17], have demonstrated that these model life tables are not appropriate where premature adult mortality is considerable; especially for males, which is obvious in the reconciled Kiribati mortality data. The 2010 census analysis employed a two-parameter method utilising CEBCS and questions on spousal/parental survival to produce adult mortality [20] which was associated with higher census adult mortality in 2005–2009 in males, but a lower adult mortality for females. Nevertheless, adult mortality in 2005–2009 appears 10% higher from reconciled mortality data for men, and 6% higher for women, compared to 2010 census estimates.

Despite flaws in the reported mortality data, the findings presented here demonstrate the importance of using empirical death data to estimate mortality levels and patterns to ensure the most reliable evidence is being used to support national health priority setting. These results suggest that the health situation in Kiribati is worse than is thought based on findings from demographic analyses of census data, previously the only source of information on mortality. This analysis highlights the problems associated with relying on census estimates that impute adult mortality from model life tables where premature adult mortality may be considerable.

There is clearly a need to improve routine data collections in Kiribati through standardizing and rationalizing data collection responsibilities across government, paying much greater attention to reconciling data within and between sources, managing duplicates in reported data, and educating data collectors in standard definitions (such as for stillbirths). Kiribati has established a national Civil Registration and Vital Statistics (CRVS) committee and is in the process of developing a plan to address these issues with support from a range of partner agencies through the Pacific Vital Statistics Action Plan [38].

The reconciled death data indicate that the health situation in Kiribati needs urgent attention. The estimated IMR (2005–2009) of 38 and childhood mortality of 51 per 1,000 live births are comparatively high for Pacific island countries [36], although these figures would be even higher if those neonatal deaths classified as stillbirths and likely under-enumerated deaths were included.
were included. These estimates suggest some progress in reducing child mortality in the last decade, but Kiribati is unlikely to achieve MDG 4 (USM). Premature adult mortality is considerable and life expectancy lower than many Pacific island countries, and is comparable to Nauru [39] with little improvement apparent over the past two decades [19, 20].

Conclusions
A detailed examination of cause of death by age and sex would both shed further light on the contribution of particular causes to the high mortality and low life expectancies estimated for Kiribati and help to better elucidate the implications for targeted public health interventions.

Consent
This study was based on routinely collected mortality data on deceased persons after death, and deaths are presented in aggregate only by source, period, age group and sex.
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